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so it works well enough. it's not a masterpiece. but it's
also not actually terrible in any way. it's just a

competent ps4 game that's certainly very much worth
playing. just don't expect it to be 'epic' or 'incredible' or

anything like that. it's just an enjoyable, breezy little
first-person shooter. it seems to have every other

aspect of ys vi nailed down, so i was really amazed that
i didn't have a ton of issues with the translation. if the

writing is as good as its flashy graphics, i could imagine
it being almost flawless. i was completely shocked that

there were any plot holes i missed. astebreed
-definitive edition- is a 2d shoot-em-up (or bullet-hell)
that is extremely hard and has no save system. it's a
very old and well-known genre of game with a long
history in japan, that is currently undergoing a small

revival (sonic shuffle included), but its roots go deeper.
we used to play a lot of these games while in japan, i
personally remember playing games like this when i

was in middle school (at that time it was super ghouls
n' ghosts). the idea of that era is to find plenty of ways

to die in order to continue playing and it is quite fun
and liberating that astebreed is one of those games

that have a strict no-save/hardcore mode. go play this
game if you want to kick it hard and be totally free, you

will not regret it! arachno-royale is set in a post-
apocalyptic world dominated by spider-like aliens,

where mankind has become a collection of insectoids
that have developed a high degree of artificial

intelligence (hence the name arachno-royale, meaning
"spider-royalty"). a group of humans living in the

caverns beneath the toxic wastelands of zukai, have
been working to create an escape route from their
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impoverished world. in order to do this, they have set
themselves the task of capturing the seeds of a certain
rare flower, which they hope will be the source of the
necessary genetic modification to enable the creation
of the "perfect" human, one that is free of spider dna.
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there are two main types of missions available in
astebreed. the first mission type is story missions. in
story missions, astebreed is usually in single-player
mode. the story of astebreed follows that of a young

girl named astebreed, who is trying to keep the rest of
the planet safe by destroying all the criminals that are
trying to take over the planet. astebreed’s ship is the

only ship that can take out the criminals and monsters
that hide in the asteroids and other planets. there are

story missions, power-ups, and events to keep you
busy. the power-ups include special armor for

astebreed, as well as extra shields, additional weapon
slots and special abilities, etc. the events are used to
keep the story in the front of your mind. you can also
upgrade your ship using those power-ups. in all, there
are about 25 missions. the power-ups are used to keep

the story moving along. there are also boss-like
missions where you will get to fight against bosses.

these boss-like missions tend to require you to upgrade
your ship using the power-ups. each mission type has
its own difficulty level. story missions are easier than

boss-like missions. boss-like missions are a lot tougher
than story missions. the second type of mission in
astebreed is beat-em-up style missions. while the

game's tech can occasionally make it feel like playing a
playstation 3 game on a low-spec pc, it's never fussy or

painful. when i encountered glitches, i was able to
chase them down with ease and iron them out without
much difficulty. it's probably a good thing the game is
so complex, because if it weren't, it'd be maddening to

play. 5ec8ef588b
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